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Prestigious Public Officer
Challenges Incoming Frosh
BY B.A RRY SCOTT RICHARD
Deputy Attorney General
State of Florida
[Barry Scott Richard, the Deputy Attorney General of Florida, addressed FSU's
19-72 freshman law class September 16, 1972,A version of that speech,
revised by the Deputy, follows. -Ed.l

RICHARD APPEALED to the
ideals of the freshmen, inviting
them to join the 'struggle for
human dignity and justice.'

YOU HAVE DECIDED to become lawyers. I wonder how many
among you have contemplated the full weight of that decision or the
decision which awaits you in the next several years.
The world no longer permits you the luxury of drifting casually
into a comfortable practice.
There are struggles taking place today, the outcome of wl'tich will
determine the character of human life tomorrow. The lawyer, by the
nature of his profession, possesses a peculiar power to influence the
direction of those struggles.
There is the struggle to preserve the quality and beauty of . man's
environment. We've acquired most of the world's material wealth and
the means to destroy the Earth. We've walked on the moon, split the
atom in half, and travelled faster than the speed of sound.
But our rivers and lakes are turning to sewers and the air that
sustains us is becoming a deadly poison. Almost three hundred species
of animals have disappeared from the Earth in the same number of
years, primarily at the hands of man. Everyday the list grows of foods
no longer fit to eat and rivers and lakes no longer fit to swim in.

EXPERTS PREDICT that at the present rate of contamfnation all
of the Earth's oceans will be dead · by the end of the century. In
Florida, Lake Apopka is all but dead as are the Fenholloway River
and the Peace River. The same fate waits the Miami River and the St.
Johns River and the St. Marks River . We are polluting Biscayne Bay to
death along with Escambia , Boca Ciega and Tampa Bays.
Nowhere is the ecological crisis more acute than in our cities.
Faced with monumental and mounting problems of air and water
pollution, increasing demands for services and decreasing sources of
revenue, haphazard overdevelopment, prospects for mammoth power
cont'd, p_.5
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Law School's Relevant Locale
Flavors Fall Orientation
BY JON W. SEARCY

THE FRESHMAN CLASS of
F.S.U. College of Law received
its first formal introd.uction to
the school on Saturday, September 16.
The orientation ceremonies
were held in the House Chambers of the Florida House of
Representatives in the State
Capitol, thus giving many freshman students their first glimpse
of the place where Florida's laws
are battled into existence.
Mr. Russel Peterson, VicePresident of the Freshman Class
in Charge of Orientation selected
the House Chambers as the
logical place to hold orientation
activities. He said that the
atmosphere and setting of the
Chambers were more appropriate to welcome law students to
the College of Law than the
Northwood Mall banquet room,
the site of last year's orientation
festivities.
The 210 freshman students
seemed to be generally impressed with the surroundings
and many of them were fortunat e eno ug h to occupy one of the
e;on'fo rtable legislator's seats.
Wh ile spouses and guests
looked on from the galleries, Mr.
Peterson opened the ceremonies
by officially welcoming the
freshman class to the College of
Law. He reminded the students
that they would be studying law
in the capital city and that

everyone should utilize all of the
legal and quasi-leg·a1 facilities
that are conveniently available
to F .S.U. Law School.
JUSTICE JOE BOYD of the
Florida Supreme Court was next
to address the first-year class.
Justice Boyd warned the freshmen that the law is truly a
jealous mistress and that their
course of study over the next
three years would not be an easy
one. He emphasized that the l~w
cont'd. p,2

JUSTiCE

JOE BOYD of the Florida Supreme Court counseled the freshmen.

Legal Aid Program Confronts Law
Students with 'What do I do next?'
BY MIKE SWITZER

duty will have appointments
with five to eight people. The
A law student's demand for
range 0f problems cover the
relevant legal education and
gamut of legal fields : real proexperience can find immediate
perty, consumer problems, landsatisfaction in the basement of . lord-tenant, contract, and nearly
Leon
County
Courthouse.
every conceivable area. However,
Tucked around the north side of
the largest number of cases arise
the cou rthouse, a sma ll set of
in the area of domestic relations:
steps leads down to the LeJ n
child support, adoption, custoCounty Legal Aid Foundati 1n .
dy, paternity, and dissotution of
In the office, attornevs 1d
marriage. The most frequently
law students come toge· ner o
occurring situation begins with
man the office from '2 J O to
the client saying, "I want a
5:00 every weekday. T l I are
divorce."
met by a steady strt 1 of
, Each month approximately
people with legal proble .5 but
200 people contact the Legal
not enough money to a , rord a
Aid Office for advice or assistlawyer.
ance. Since no advice is given
On an average day, the
over the phone, appointments
attorney and law student on
are made to see an attorney at

the office. Appointments are
generally set two to three days
in advance. About 100 people
make an appointment and come
in to fill out a formal application
for legal aid. Of these about
one-third are found to be ineligible for free legal aid due to their
income or the nature of their
problem. Approximately 25-30
cases monthly are taken for
representation. Many people
only require one-time legal advice or the answer to specific
questions that do not require
further representation.
The first problem presented
with each client is determining
eligibility. Most generally stated,
cont'd, p.10

In an effort to make the
Student Bar Association more
visible to students, the current
officers have provided different
events for different tastes.
As in past years, the SBA
conducted freshman orientation
but this time with a different
twist.
Orientation was held in the
House of Representatives Chambers in the Capitol with each
freshman sitting in seats on the
House floor. Supreme Court
Justice Joseph Boyd and Deputy
Attorney General Barry Richard
gave the welcoming addresses.
Later that afternoon, upperclassmen leaders told the incoming freshmen of the various
organizations at the FSU Law
School.
Another SBA fall service was
the handl ing of lockers.
"Treasurer Jim Lien has done
a tremendous job in updating
the books and revamping the
system," said SBA president
Russ Bobo. "In the past SBA has
had to pick up the tab on locker
repairs and lost keys. In essence
we were operating at a considerable loss.
"With this new system, we're
able to provide much better
service."
Locker fees, which cover
expenses, are $6 per year. SBA,
however, is using $3 out of the
$20 dues to keep the locker cost
down for members.
This is also the first year that
the SBA as provided the sale of
new books.
"Almost half the freshmen
class purchased their books
through the SBA at cost," Bobo
said. "We also handled books for
Federal Income Tax and for
State Constitutional Law."
This may be the last time that
the SBA can offer this specific
type of service, according to
Bobo. ''We've run into a conflict
cont'd, p.5
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together and that a II lawyers
must be continually striving for
a better system of justice.
Next, Justice Boyd tendered
advice to the freshmen such as
being in court on time, not to
procrastinate, and learn to budget time and money wisely.
Then he discussed the most
distasteful job that he must
perform as a Supreme Court
Justice-disbarring
practicing
lawyers. The primary reason for
disbarment in . Florida is that
some lawyers have a tendency to
stea I from their clients. After
proffering more advice, Justice
Boyd recommended that the
freshman class read the Bible as
that would greatly benefit their
future practice.

THE NEXT SPEAKER was
Mr. Barry Richard, Deputy Attorney General for the State of
Florida. Mr. Richard presented a
stirring speech in which he
condemned the wanton pollution of the state's natural resources, the prejudices of our
society, the unpenetrable vei I of
governmental secrecy, the deception of American industry, and
the deception of our country's
foreign policy. He then attacked
the ever growing threat in this
country to the constitutional
rights of freedom of speech,
freedom of assembly, freedom
of the press, and due process of
law-all in the name of law and
order .
"These struggles," continued
Mr. Richard, "will be won or
lost in the courtroom." He then
challenged the freshman class,

"MAl<E A LITTLE LESS
mone y , or maybe a lot less, and
save a beach or a river or somebody's hope."
Mr. Richard's remarks were
extremely honest and forthright
and the freshmen class was
visibly affected.

U.S. Supreme Court to Weigh Florida's
Interests in Crucial
Case
BY RAY GEAREY

rI

THE CURRENT TERM~
the United States Supreme
Court has an important decision
facing it which will be of great
interest to Florida law students.
This crucial decision involves an
environmental case arising out of
the 1970 Florida Oil Spill Law,
Fla. Stat., ch. 376 ( 1970).
In 1970 the United States
Congress enacted the Water
Quality Improvement Act, Pub.
L. 91-224, 91st Cong. 2nd Sess.
(April 3, 1970), now codified as
33 U.S.C.A. §1161 et seq. Th is
act prohibits the discharge of oil
or other pollutants into the
navigable waters of the United
States and provides for strict
liability in the event of damages.
The act, however, limits such
recovery to $100 per gross ton
of the vessel or 14 million
dollars, whichever is less. This
recovery is limited to damages
which are sustained by the
government only. Damages sustained by private parties are not
recoverable.
Ninety days after the federal
act was passed, the Florida
Legislature passed the Florida
Oil Spill Prevention and Pollution Control Act, Fla. Stat, ch.
376 (1970). The Florida act, in
an attempt to fill gaps in
protection left by the Federal
act, imposed unlimited liability
without fault upon any vessel
for the discharge of any pollutant into Florida waters.
The Florida act further provides for liability to private
parties damaged by such discharges. It also provides for the
implementation of special equipment and inspection procedures.
In March 1971, a large group
of merchant shippers, world
shipping organizations, and maritime insurance associations filed
suit against the Florida Cabinet
in their elected capacities and as
the Board of Natural -Resources.
The · suit was brought in the
federal District Court for the
Middle District of Florida to
have the Florida Oil Spill Act
declared unconstitutional. These
parti~ also sought a temporary
restraining order .against the
enforcement of the law.
A three-judge court heard the
cause if') April 1971. In Decem· .

ber the District Court entered
judgement declaring the Florida
law unconstitutional. 335 F.
Supp. 1241 (M.D. Fla . 1971).
THE COURT FOUND: (1)
that the Florida act is an
unconstitutional intrusion into
the federal domain; (2) oil spill
pollution is a maritime tort
governed strictly by federal
admira lty law; (3) the Florida
act imposes unlimited liability
and thus contravenes federal
maritime law; (4) to allow such
legislation is to subvert the goal
of uniformity; (5) there are no
"gaps" in the federal act which
Florida is empowered to fill; (6)
the fact t hat § 11 of the fed era I
act disclaims pre-emption and
allows supplemental state legislation does not mean what it says,
because Congress lacks the
power to affect maritime jurisdiction; and (7) the Florida act
must fail in its entirety, regardless of its severability clause .
The Cabinet decided to appeal and the Attorney General's
Office filed a notice of appeal to
the Supreme Court. The Court
noted probable jurisdiction in
April 1972.
Both sides have prepared
extensive briefs on the complex
issues of 'constitutional law involved. Each side is also joined
by numerous amici curiae, who
have also filed briefs representing their interests. Several other
coastal states have offered assistance in the appeal. Florida is

!

"You can get rich drawing wills
for fat old men and administering estates for their rich old
widows-or
suing
insurance
companies for a third of what
you get-or · representing the
corporations that lay the asphalt
and build the roads."
"Or you can roll up your
sleeves in a dingy office in the
ghetto and conv ince a kid that
there might be some justice here
after ail, or find a government
agency that really gives a damn
about
the
public
interest.

ably represented by Chief Trial
Counsel Daniel S. Dearing,
whose brief on the merits runs
almost 100 pages.
The essential question .to be
decided is to what extent a state,
in the exercise of its police
power, may legislate to control,
establish responsibility, and assess liability for massive oil-spill
pollution of its territorial waters,
marsh-lands, and beaches. Because of the complex q uesti ons
concerning constitutional jurisdiction and States' rights, the
decision wiil not be an easy one.
The Court must balance the
established principle of uniformity which has been the centuries-o ld goal of admiralty
against the crucial interests of a
coastal state whose economy
could be deva.s tated by a massive
oil-spill.
It takes only a quick review
of the Torrey Canyon disaster,
where the clean-up costs alone
were over 16 million dollars to
see that a similar incident near
Miami Beach could result in
damages far and above the limits
of the federal act, which does
not even protect private interests.
There are indications that the
case will be set for argument
early in the term. The result will
be of great interest to law
students and conservationists
alike.

from
Case & Comment.
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"Smithers, Formsby, Jackso11, Co1111ors et al-Al speaking."
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FLORIDA'S CAPITOL REMINDS freshmen of the many opportunities
available in Tallahassee for obse rving and participating in 'living law.'

Student Advisors
Effectuate Change
BY FRED McLAM

Innovation, change, and experimentation have been the
guiding principles for the members of the Board of Student ·
Advisors since the Board's beginning.
The main objective is to
relate to the .freshman students
the importance of proper legal
research and give them the
necessa_ry knowledge and experien ce to ut ilize the library
facilities to their best possible
advantage.
At the end of each year the
Board ponders over its successes
and failures, strengths and weaknesses, and attempts to incorporate the resulting evaluation into
a better freshman program.
The program for 1972-73 is
indeed indicative of the Board's
determination to guarantee the
freshman the best possible education.
Last year each Board member
was responsible for instructing a
small group of freshmen in each
aspect of legal research. This
year freshmen will have a different instructor each week to
discuss seven distinct areas of
legal research.
The projected advantages of
such a rotation system include:
( 1) Specialization-a particular area of specialization will
improve the quality anrl effectiveness of each instructor.
(2) Grade
Uruformityreceiving grades from seven instructors •(instead of one) will
equalize the inevitable discrepen-

cies among the grading methods
of instructors.
(3) Library
Use-all
200
freshmen will not be simultaneously utilizing the same area of
the library.
(4) Honor Group-selection
of the honor group students for
the Winter and Spring quarters
will be more distributive and
equitab le.
In addition, the Board me mbers will be participating in a
Critique Class, ultimately designed to aid the freshmen in
recognizing their weaknesses in
legal writing and assisting them
in correcti ng and improving their
writing techniques.
The exams will be direc1\y
related to the freshman courses,
creating an increased cooperation between the faculty and
Board, and supplementing the
preparation of the freshmen for
final exams in December.
The program will be accented
this year by beginning and
concluding lectures by the faculty advisor, Edwin Schroeder,
in an effort to more effectively
coordinate and synthesize the
concepts of legal research . Also,
Permanent Members will be
available throughout the quarter
at designated office hours to
provide practical assistance on
an individual basis.
With these renovations and
others the Board of Student
Advisers is looking forward to a
rewarding year and extends a
warm welcome to the incoming
freshmen.

Law Wives' Plans Industrious
sponsoring is the sale of F.S.U.
College of Law coffee mugs.
These mugs sell for $2.50 each,
Law Wives is continuing its
are very attractive, and hold a
effort to understand "law husnice size cup of coffee as well.
bands" by conducting classes in
All those interested in obtaining
the basic study of the law. The
these mugs should contact Letty
faculty is providing assistance
Godoy (222-7378).
and leadership. Classes will be
Upcoming events include a
held November 15 and 29, room
hot dog and beer party spon·
103, at 7:30 p.m.
sored by Law Wives and SBA.
. The sale of 240 Christmas
The party will begin immediatedecorations at the annual Market
Day, October 14, started
the ·. ly after the Tulsa game, Novem·
ber 11, at the Berkshire Manor
year. Proceeds from this sale will
Recreation Room.
go towards the purchase of a gift
· The Director of the Tallahas·
for the College of Law. Last year
see Junior Museum, Mr. Cates,
a silver punch bowl was prewill speak at Law Wives' next
sented to the Dean from the
meeting, November 7, room
proceeds.
325, at 8:00 p.m. All Law Wives
Another money raising pro·
are encouraged to attend.
ject that the Law Wives are
BV BARBARA VICKERS

off

MUGS!

SOLD BY LAWWIVES
Call 222·7378
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IThe Origins

Press Unwilling to Accept
'Legal Religion' on Faith

BY DON REBO

(Martin Dyckman, Capitol Bureau Chief of the St. Petersburg Times, delivered
an August, 1972, talk at the conference of Bar Presidents in San Francisco.
Excerpts from this talk follow. -Ed.)

Several persons whom I knew as young and promising newsmen are
now law students or lawyers. I don't know any practicing newsman
who is also a lawyer.
This observation does more than suggest that the law pays more. It
also speaks volumes as to the-ignorance of the law which you perhaps
suspect exists in the journalistic profession. I think it is time newsmen
had more than a catch-as-catch-can education in law.
If a capable reporter is left on the court beat long enough, which is
unusual, he may sooner or later educate hirneself. He may blunder
along, misinterpreting heaven; knows how many alternative writs of
mandamus as final decrees, ahd compoundirtg confusion among \he
public.
A poor background in the ·1aw also handicaps .the press in making
accurate commentary, but th'.is will not stop the commentary. As a
co-equal branch of government, the judiciary-which includes the
members of The Bar as its officers-ought to have the same full, fair
public going-over as we give the executive and legislative branches. But
you haven't been getting it. ·As_a newsman, I regret this. As lawyers, so
should you. For the consequences of an uninformed or ill-advised
public is one that distrusts the Bill of Rights, resists decent salaries for
the judiciary, resents legal fees, and makes:.snide comments about
lawyers and the law.
To ask some questions is to' suggest some answers.
How persistently does the Bar educate the public that the
much-maligned "technicalities" in crimin 91 procedure are the
mechanism for making the word "American" mean something?
How doggedly do your . local associations promote adequate
staffing and pay for the criminal justice system? Or do we take the
easy way out, accepting plea bargaining as a way of life-despite its
dangerous consequence of perverting justice by tailoring sentence to
the prosecution's convenience_- rather than to the offender?
Did the Bar do enough to defend your highest institution, the
United States Supreme Court, during its days of greatest peril? How
many citizens were left to believe that all mention of religion had
been banned from the public schools, and that all individual pupils
had been forbidden to pray? Did the Bar forfeit to the police the
leadership role in formulating public opinion ori Miranda?
Many of us in the press try with all our might to influence public
opinion in these regards. But we do not enjoy the highest public favor.
In fact, all the polls I've seen show the Bar outranking the press 1n
public esteem-which makes ·the challenge to the Bar all the more
obvious.
The public probably will not react as it should so long as the law
appears to them to be a secret society with mystic ritua_ls, immune to
lay criticism, and protective against public exposure of its own
miscreants.
The consequences of an uninformed press are worse. In what
college can the aspiring journalist learn law, beyond the law of libel,
slander and invasion of priv!lcy-unless he commits himself to the
professional course of study? .
When local bar committees rate candidates for the judiciary as
qualified or unqualified, is the public taken into their confidence and
told the bases for these recommendations? Or is the public asked to
take your judgment on faith?
When a . judge isn't working, and his docket becomes congested,
does the Bar speak out? When a judge is seen to have a persistent
bias-against blacks, hippies or anyone who pleads innpcent-does the

JOURNALIST
MARTIN
DYCKMAN warns of the consequences of 'an uninformed or
ill-advised' public.

Bar rebuke him? Or is there a conspiracy of fear, leaving it to the press
to raise charges without the supporting testimony of the most
competent witnesses, yourselves?
Before coming here, I polled some of our other reporters. Here's
what one said, and I quote: "I know it really ticks off lawyers when
they can't find any judges, pc1fticularly the ones that are assigned their
cases, to sign papers. But when we try to get them to back us up on a
story we get only silence. I know that the lawyer who has a case
pending may be jeopardizing his client if he spe~ks out, but why can't
the Bar have a spokesman . who could spea_k for him or several
lawyers?"
Why are minimum fee schedules often guarded like the Pentagon
Papers, and with better success?
To whom can the unsophisticated citizen, needing legal counsel for
the first time, turn for advice on whom to retain and how much to
pay?
Is there any doubt the public would appreciate a specialization
system?
Granted, the confidentiality of disciplinary proceedings is meant
primarily to protect the innocent. But without a more open process,
how is the publ ic to appreciate that a profession which regulates itself
is NOT sweeping its mistakes under the rug?
Why can't we reporters use tape recorders at court proceedings to
augment our notes, for accuracy's sake? Most of us don't know
shorthand, yet the official court reporter, who does, is usually
permitted to make an electronic recording as a backup to his or her
own accuracy.
When an important precedent is set, who is available to the press to
interpret its significance in language we and the public can
understand? I'd like to avoid litigants' counsel if possible. Where,
then, is the "neutral" objective commentator?
The law is the secular religion that governs our society, and you are
its high priests. But you don't have a public or press that will accept it
all on faith, for that's not in the nature of America.
I suggest we need to develop the following:
1. Seminars, co-sponsored by the Bar and the press to brief
reporters on state laws and court systems;
2. Clear delineation of Bar spokesmen who would be available for
comment on the significance and impact of current cases, and
proposed legislation, and who would be willing to be quoted by name
and title;
3. Opening of the law school curriculum to the undergraduate who
does not necessarily aspire to be a lawyer;
4. Regular colloquies among press, public and Bar, in which the
justice and wisdom of court practices and decisions would be subject
to public debate;
5. Summaries in plain English, as to the effects. and probable
consequences of major judicial decisions, which would be issued
concurrently with their announcements.

PA D Invites New Students to Join, Contributes to Scholarship
Fu nd, and Boasts ·of Being 'Liberated'
BY RAY SHARPE
Vice-Justice of Glenn Terrell Chapter

Service and fun are on tap as
Phi Alpha Delta anticipates the
upcoming year.
The first chapter meeting of
the quarter was held Wednesday,
September 27th at the Talla
Villa party room. Among the
business discussed was a proposed by-law amendment allowing last quarter seniors to join
the chapter. Meetings are now
regularly scheduled for every
other Wednesday .
The P.A .D.'s co-sponsored
the S.B.A. party following the
UF-FSU game. Also on tap have
been a Halloween costume party
and a homecoming celebration
for P.A.D . students, alumn i, and
faculty members of the law
school.
Obiter Dictum

. New students are invited to
attend P._A.D . rush parties and to
participate in P.A.D. service
programs.
The fraternity will once agai,R'
sponsor its speaker's foru~,
inviting prominent guests to
address the law student body .
Speakers, time, and place will be
announced .
Frank Kreidler has taken over
the direction of the F.C.I.
visitation program sponsored by
P.A .D. The program provides
legal services to fed eral inmates
. , at
the Tallahassee center.
Notices are posted and all
students are invited to p~rticipate in this most worthwh ile
project.
Congrat ulations go out to
Sally Millward and Vic Walsh
who were awarded chapter
scho larships and t o Ray Sha rpe

3

who won a national P.A.D.
scholarship. Just another benefit
of P.A.D. membership.
Attention to all women law
students! Phi Delta Delta legal
fraternity for women has merged
with P.A.D. as a result of the
recent convention in San Diego.
So, girls, keep in mind P.A.D. if
you're looking for a liberated
law fraternity.
Bennett Fultz, chapter treasurer, is selling the Bay Area Bar
Review course. The chapter
receives $10.00 for each course
sold and this money is in t urn
deposited in .the · local scholarship fund. You can help yourself
pass the bar exam as well as help
deserving students by purchasing
th is course.
Thanks to all of the P.A.D.'s
and members of Phi Delta Phi
who helped make th e joint

Summer party a success. A good
time was had by all; another
party is in the offing.
Remember for service and
fellowship, TH .INK P.A.D.

JOlN
SBA

A NOTE POSTED on a
bulletin board-A meetingThen hours upon hours of work
in the ensuing months. These
delineate Obiter Dictum's formal
birth September, 1971.
Russ Bobo's note drew only a
.:ouple into attendance at the
meeting. One of those was Steve
White. Bobo subsequently appointed him Executive Editor.
Bobo recalls his goal for the
newspaper, "It's hard to believe,
. but some :attorneys in Florida
,till didn't know that there was a
quality law school at FSU."
White agrees, "The state needed
to be covered with news "Of·the
College of Law's prominence:"
OBITER DICTUM GREW. As
Editor-in-Chief, Bobo coordin·
ated, wrote and solicited articles,
edited, proofed-the list is endless. His wife Timmy (also
known as Timara Tomko) was
an invaluable aid. White helped
by writing, soliciting, editing and
distributing.
Olen Meredeth joined up;
consequently advertising in the
newspaper
increased.
Doug
Kearney donated his talents of
laying out dummy sheets and
writing. Russ Peterson augmented
Meredeth's effortsadvertising continued to expand.
White hand-delivered to State
buildings; with Jo Standley's
. assistance, he added sheet after
sheet of names and addresses to
the mailing list.
Third quarter, 1972, came
and with it Bobo's resignation.
The Student Bar Association had
called him to office. White
assumed the position of editor. in-chief.
"My primary job, as I see it,
is to .start institutionalizing this
newsp~per," White said. "All too
,often a project dies with its
initiators."
WITH MANY HARD-CORE
contributors out of town, White
worried 'that the summer, ,1 972,
issue
wouldn't
materialize.
Somehow it did; his wife,
Ronnie ("mastheaded" as Ron
Di Benedetto)
was
essential.
Bobo and his wife provided
critical assistance pasting-up the
justified copy. Mailing to incoming frosh supplemented the regular mailing list, which White had
expanded to number about
1300-1400, separated according
to zip code, and mailed.
White said, "Now I have an
idea of what Russ (Bobo) had
been going through with each
issue." .
Because of impending graduation, this is White's last issue. He
has designated John Searcy,
junior, as his successor.
"He is the next generauu11, a
major step in making the newspaper a tradition," White said . .
"What John lacks in experience
he more than makes up for in ·
enthusiasm."
BOBO AGREED, "It's comforting to know John's interest
in the newspaper has not waned
since first talking with him
about the job."
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Exclusionary Rule
Unnecessarily Punishes

ED.I TORIAL

BY FRANK SCHAUB
State Attorney
Twelfth Judicial Circuit
State of Florida

A newspaper can be slanted by what it does not say as well as by
what it says.
Obiter Dictum's slant has primarily been your slant. You are the
potential contributors whose articles have not appeared.

THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE, as a means of
policing the police, appears to be finally receiving
the careful analysis, scrutiny, and criticism needed
to enable our rules of evidence to be bottomed
upon a search for truth.
If verdicts in our criminal courts are to speak the
truth, police regulations cannot be superimposed
upon our rules of evidence.
Some 50 years ago this nation undertook the
noble and unsuccessful experiment called "prohibition." About this same time the United States
Supreme Court by its opinion in Weeks vs. United
States, 232 U.S. 385, 58 L.Ed. 652, 34 S.Ct. 341,
undertook another "noble experiment", the adop-

The upcoming months will determine Obiter Dictum's survival.
Projects frequently die with the passage of their instigators. Obiter
Dictum could fall, victimized by this tendency.

Obiter Dictum's primary idea has been to promote the good
reputation of the College of Law and to provide a communicative
forum.
The College is still relatively new. Many potential employers are
not aware of its sophisticated faculty and programs.
The law review is on the verge of emerging. It will air formal
scholarship of the highest quality. Service as an avenue for less formal
and more flexible scholarship is a legitimate goal for Obiter Dictum.
Pictures; art work, and lay out can be manipulated to enhance a given
communication.
Incoming mail indicates that influential people are reading Obiter

The intelligent and dedicated officer who
sincerely believes in his case and hopes for ~
conviction will generally observe the necessar
precautions to be assured of the admissibility of hi,
evidence at trial.
THE TRUE PARTY IN INTEREST, the averagE
citizen, must h-w e the evidence in his courts spea
"the truth, th11 whole truth and nothing but thE
truth."
Our Supreme Court watchers believe that Chiei
Justice Burger's dissent in Bivens vs. Six Unknown
Federal Narcotics Agents, 403 U.S. 388, 29 L.Ed
2d 619, 91 S.Ct. 1999, will lead to a more thorougH
analysis of the exclusionary rule.
The Chief Justice makes the following ver
penetrating observations in this dissent:
1. The rule creates a damage remedy not
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tion of the exclusionary rule for our Federal Courts.
It has proven to be equally unsuccessful.
Even though the U.S. Supreme Court thereafter
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provided for by the Constitution nor enacted by1
Congress.
2. Rejection of the evidence does nothing to
punish the wrong-doing official, while it may, and
likely will, relase the wrong-doing defendant. It
deprives society of its remedy against ·one. law
breaker because he has been pursued by another.
3. The hope that this objective could be

in Wolf vs. Colorado, 338 U.S. 25, 93 L.Ed. 1782,
69 S.Ct. 1359, held this exclusionary rule not
applicable in State Courts, the Warren Court, in its
Editor-in-Chief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Steve White
frantic efforts to reconstruct the States' criminal
Executive Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... •Ron DiBenedetto
justice system, thereafter in Mapp vs. Ohio, 81 S.Ct.
Lay Out Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bill McCauslin
Business Editor . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . Russ Peterson
1684, 367 U.S. 643, 6 L.Ed. 2nd 1081, extended
accomplished by the exclusion of reliable evidence
Associate Editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·. . . . . . . . . Tim Moran . the exclusionary rule to the State Courts.
from criminal trials was hardly more than a wishful
Pete Ringsmuth ,
In Mapp the majority of the Court in extending . dream.
Mike Switzer
Ti.mara Tomko this exclusionary doctrine could not agree upon
4. The history of the suppression doctrine
!Staff
demonstrates that it is both conceptually sterile and
~:ae:~~ I which vehicle to justify such judicial action. Some
relied upon the Due Process Clause; others upon
practically ineffective in accomplishing its stated
Rick Scherling ' granting freedom from invasion of privacy; and
objective.
Jim Brady
some even upon preventing self-incrimination.
5. The prosecutor who loses his case because of
'(Candidate) Editor-in-Chief . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jon Searcy I
Obviously the Court was extending the authorpolice misconduct is not an official in the police

.......... ..... .............. ............Di~rt
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"Justice Harlan in his dissent in Mapp accurately described the
Court's action by stating ' ... our voice becomes one of power not of
reason.'"
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Obiter Dictum welcomes articles from law students, faculty, alumnae and
alumni, judges, legislators, executives, practicing attorneys, community leaders,
and anyone else who . is motivated to write an article conforming to the integrity
and interest a law school newspaper should maintain.
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ity, claimed in Wolf, that the Court had some
department. He can rarely set in motion any
imaginary power to regulate Federal Law Enforcecorrective action or administrative penalties_. Morement, to maintain similar discipline of law
over, he does not have control or direction over
enforcement in each of the sovereign states.
NOTWITHSTANDING THE OBVIOUS lack of police procedures or police actions that lead to the
exclusion of evidence.
success the exclusionary rule had enjoyed as a
6. Honest mistakes have been treated in the
deterrent to preclude over-zealous or otherwise
same
way as deliberate and flagrant violations of the
illegal searches and seizures by federal officers, the
Fourth Amendment.
same ineffectual restrictions were to be placed
.
7. We snould be prepared to discontinue that
upon not t he st a t e po I.ice off"1cers, b ut ·inst ea d the
' .d .
. .
which the experience of over half a century has
Iaw a b I ing c1t1zenry.
.
·
th
f
d
.
d"
.
f
.
·
shown
neither deters errant officers nor affords a
0 nee again e e era 1JU 1c1ary ailed or rEifused
.
to recognize that o
. . II
' f
d.
remedy to the totally innocent victims of off icial
,
ur cnmma aws are en orce in misconduct.
our State~not our Federal-Courts. Except in the
Notwithstanding his penetrating critique of th e
area of national security, our society has no
exclusionary rule, the Chief Justice cannot seem to
dependence for its protection upon the federal
abandon the Cd'urt's predilection to legislate.
court system. The murderer, robber, arsonist,
Although he acknowledges the remedy again st
burglar and rapist-not tax dodgers, migratory
pimps and bird hunters-are prosecuted in our State unlawful searches should be developed by the
Courts.
Congress · and the legislature of the States, he
Justice Harlan in his dissent in Mapp accurately seemingly cannot completely. abandon the desire to
described the Court's action by stating " ... our legislate.
voice becomes one of power not of reason."
ACCORDINGLY, WE WILL HAVE TO AWAIT
AS JUSTICE CARDOZO PARAPHRASED the the Supreme Court's · decision iri a pending
Rule "the criminal is to go free because the California case to determine if evidence will onc-e
constable blundered," the penalty is erroneously again be admitted or denied upon its own merit, or
placed upon the public.
admissibility be dependent upon an apparent need
We must recognize that there are as many to penalize an erring police officer by imposing the
different types and personalities among o~r poli~e penalty upon the law abiding citizenry.
officers as among our citizenry generally .
The officer most likely to grossly or frequently
]CORRECTION[
violate the restrictions upon searches and seizures is
In the last issue of Obiter
also the police officer who has no concern over ·
· Dictum (Vol. 1, No. 5), a photo
whether the evidence he locates will be admissible in
'appeared on page one. Mike
court. Often he prefers that it will be suppressed so
Shea should have been labeled as
that he does not have to make a court appearance or .
;,r,, (right) and Jon Argesinger as
be subjected to cross-examination · or lose his
"I" (left).
opportunity to crWcize the prosecutor or judge.
t·iq .J;u• t ; il h 1 Lif ,1, Jf
c l 1,i·1·1 1 li :•l •-J .,: i : r. !I l: ··· ·,i .:.i.1 ,r, , ·, ·r_, ·, :· !.' [ ObiterDictum
r-,,i.i ;: ) Q
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eputy's Siting peec
shortages, skyrocketing crime rate and a growing multitude of other
crises, the cities face the specter of bankruptcy and hopeless
deterioration . Meanwhile, we continue to bury acre .a fter acre of
natural beauty beneath a blanket of asphalt and a wall of concrete.
TH ERE IS A STRUGGLE for human dignity and justice. There is
no justice when the rich pay no taxes and the ghetto dwellers pay
more for food than their prosperous neighbors. When we produce
more surplus food than any other nation in the world while
Americans starve to death-when the boundaries of a man's world are
limited by the color of his skin or the derivation of his name-and
when a child is doomed to failure on the day of his birth because his
father is a common laborer or his skin is black or red.
There is no justice when our courts become the instrumentalities of
the rich and the oppressors of the poor.
Anatole France said that:
"The law, in its majestic equality, forbids the rich as well as the
poor to sleep under bridges, to beg in the streets, and to steal
bread."
Thousands of people are cheated every year an'd have no recourse
because they cannot afford a lawyer. Legal Services programs are
understaffed and underfinanced and a pitifully small percentage of
attorneys volunteer their time to assist the poor. OEO and other
successful legal aid programs have suddenly come under attack.
Our courts are horribly overburdened so that when justice does
come, it often comes too late. There is a struggle for truth. There is a
widespread distrust in this country of government and business and
the professions. It is a distrust spawned by the growing realization
that too much of our national dialogue is laced with deception; too
many of our institutions rest upon foundations of fiction.
THERE ARE AMERICAN BUSINESSMEN who have apparently
become committed to the proposition that the quality and cost of
advertising is more important than the quality and cost of the
product.
All too frequently, an idea spawned in the mind of an advertising
man which has no relationship to reality is promoted into a
multi-million dollar business-all based upon a fraudulent premise.
The consequences reach beyond the individual consumer to touch
the basic foundation of the American free enterprise system. The
consumer plays a critical role in that system. It is only the consumer's
exercise of intelligent choice that insures competition, the keystone of
tree enterprise.

t'

But the consumer, unable to rely upon the integrity of the claims
of compet ing products, is dep rived of the ability to enforce
compet ition in quality and price.
I believe that this loss of consumer decision making power. as a
meaningfo\ fa ct or in the American marketplace is a major cause of the
ir.creasing tai lu re of the American Free Enterprise System to maintain
its eq uil ibr iu m witho ut government interference.
Benjami n Disraeli said t hat "justice is truth in action." But truth is
not always sy n ono mous with what we choose to call justice.
For 178 years we called the "separate but equal" doctrine justice
when it was neither true nor just.
For over 100 years Flqrida's divorce laws not only condoned but
encouraged untruths-as divorce laws throughout much of the country
still do.
Too many of our laws tell us that things are when we know that
they are not. Too often our courts tell us that the law says one thing
when we know that it says another. Nothing is more devastating to
the stability of a country than the loss of its P,eople's confidence in
the credibility of its laws and its system of justice.
It is ironic that in a nation with the most educated citizenry in the
world, in a nation which prides itself on its freedom of information, in
a nation which relies so totally upon the ability of its people to make
intelligent decisions, the right of the people to know the truth about
the governments it elects is so wantonly abused .
THERE IS A TENDENCY toward secrecy in government. The
result is all too frequently the same when the public interest and
powerful private interests clash. The public is placated by the passage
of broadly worded legislation that had its guts torn out in secrecy
before it ever reached a vote.
A legislator is free to tell his constituents that he voted for the
consumer protection bill or the environmental preservation bill or the
civil rights bill without fear that they will ever know that he also
voted to kill a better bill in a 'closed committee meeting or voted for
the amendments that rendered the final act a hollow, useless shell.
In recent years we have been shocked into insensitivity by an
endless series of exposes of secret government deals in which the
public interest was sacrificed to the idol of political expediency.
There is a struggle for individual freedom. The crises that beset us
in the twilight years of the 20th century have engendered extremism
on the fringes of both ends of the politicaf spectrum; extremism that
. · threate~s to ·stifl~ indilliaual freedom. Paradoxically, extremists in the
" ... · v;·;.y name of 'ir~i:fo~ have often denied to others their freedom of
speech. Increasingly violence is resorted to as a means of social
change. All of the ills of society are laid at the feet of American
business and industry. The free enterprise system and other
democrati<; institutions are damned in their entirety.
There are efforts by some too make a mockery of our system of
justice both inside and outside the courtroom.
FREEDOM CANNOT BE guaranteed by the use of the tactics of
, , , : tyriann¥, The problems we face cannot be attributed exclusively to
Obiter- Dictum
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Ameri can business and . in dustry or any other si ngle segment of
American society.
Free enterprise sy stem has brought us unparalleled development
and rapid ascendancy to world leadership. If it has also brought us a
mass of unanticipated economic, political and social problems, we
must all share responsibility for our lack of ifore'sight.
It is the poor, the weak, the underprivileged and, indeed, freedom
itself that would suffer from the anarchy which is sought by some.
The answer lies not in discrediting the system, but in making it more
responsive.
There is an equally dangerous overreaction in some quarters to the
above excesses. In recent years there has been an unprecedented
assault upon freedom of the press and freedom of speech and freedom
of assembly.
The former Attorney General of the United States claimed the
right to engage in electronic eavesdropping on American citizens
without a warrant. And we've now discovered that the Armed Forces
of the United States have been secretly maintaining files on loyal
American citizens who speak out on controversial issues or. exercise
their freedom of assembly. Such eminent jurists as Henry Friendly,
Chief Judge of the Federal Court of· Appeals for the 2nd Circuit have
recommended changing the 5th Amendment provision against
self-incrimination.
CBS NEWS CONDUCTED a survey in which over half of the
people responding expressed the belief that "extremist groups"
shouldn't be permitted to organize peaceful protests against the
government; that police should be allowed to jail a suspect
indefinitely until they find enough evidence to charge him with a
crime; that the news media shouldn't be able to pub!ish a story which
the government believes is harmful to the national interest; and that
Americans shouldn't always have the right to criticize their
government.
In short, suspension of freedom of speech, freedom of assembly,
freedom of the press and due process of law in the name at ' "law and
order."
The college campus has traditionally been a sanctuary for the free
flow of ideas. Today there are public officials· who would destroy that
tradition, and render the college campus off-limits to ideas which
offend their personal political sensitivities.
Government officials, from the President down, have launched an
unprecedented attack upon our right to dissent and our freedom to be
different. And there are those who would dictate what movies
adults ·can see and what books we can read in the pr ivacy of our own
homes. With increasing frequency we are stripped of o ur privacy in
the interest of efficiency and security.
PERHAPS MOST THREATEN ING of all is the attitude of some
Americans that any criticism is to be equated with disloyalty. This
country was founded so that men could disagree. One of t he factors
that makes this country great is its continuing self analysis. That is
also one of the factors .t hat distinguishes us fr om closed societies.
It is a familiar practice of dictatorships to refuse to admit their
faults to themselves as well as to others. I bel.ieve this country remains
strong enough to contain differing ideas and to accept criticism.
If we have arrived at the stage where we cannot live together with
disagreement, where we cannot cri t icize our society wit hout being
branded a traitor, we have lost a large measure of our greatness.
These are the struggles that mark our times. They will be
influenced to some degree in our legislative chambers, but they will be
won or lost in the courtroom.
James Harrington once said, "The law is but words and paper
without the hands and swords of men."
The law has guara.nteed equal protection for 100 years, but it was
the courtroom battles of the past years that began to give meaning to
the phrase for the first time to large class of Americans. And if the
phrase ever becomes a complete reality, it will be lawyers that make it
so.
It is in the courtroom that the real battles have been won for the
right to equality in education and employment, the right to counsel,
the right against self incrimination and unlawful search and seizure,
freedom of speech and freedom of press. And if they are to be won at
all, it will be lawyers who win the _struggles for the environment, for
human dignity and justice, for truth;and for individual freedom.
The names of yesterdays battle~ are familiar: Brown v. Board of

SBAers Get
Multi-Benefits,
from p.1
with the campus bookstore, but
Book Chairman Garry Cherry is
working .o n a new system that
should alleviate the problem and
still provide law students with a
substantial savings."
Bobo said that "Beer Expert"
Olen Meredith has arranged an
agreement with the Pastime
Tavern so that . SBA members
can purchase pitchers of any
kind of beer for one dollar.
Emergency Loans have also been made available to SBA
members with the cooperation
of the ·Alumni Association.
"Three students have taken
advantage of this already," said·
Bobo. "These loans provide
quick emergency cash-interest
free."
Block Seating, something that
is a nullity around the main
campus these days, is still being.
coordinated through the Stu·
dent Bar. Bobo said that chairman John Briggs has developed a
good workable system so that
SBA members won't have to
stand in long lines for tickets.
Tom Recicar, Athletic Chairman, has scheduled intramural
football games every Friday
evening.
Finally, Bobo said, social
functions haven't been forgotten.
"Close to 200 students attended the SBA Cocktail Party
after the Florida-Flor id a Stat e
game, " he said. "The SBA
provided free cocktails."
Wally Campbell headed the
second annual "St ew In" d uring
the evening of the Mississippi
State game at Dean Joshua
Morse's tobacco farm. " Several
kegs of beer and Campbell's
famous stew was provided while
guests mingled and listened to
the football game. "

Nat'I Institute
to Focus Funds

a

Education - Miranda v. Arizona ~ ·Gideon v. Wainwright - Griswold
v. Connecticut- N. Y. Times v. U.S. ·- Furman v. Georgia.
TOMORROW'S BATTLES can'. be found. in the .telephone
directories and the school rolls and on the birth certificates of men
who sleep under bridges and beg- in the streets and steal bread. -But
only if there are lawyers who care enough to plead their cases.
So this then is your choice. You can get rich drawing wills for
wealthy men and administering es_tates for their rich widows-suing
insurance _companies for a third 'of what you get-representing .the
,
. .
,
;* . r
corporations that lay the asp_haJt a'l~ bcH•l~J h.e roads. .. .: . •. ·
.
OR YOU CAN ROLL UP VOU8'SLEEVES in a dingy ·office in the
ghetto and convince a kid .t hat there might be some justice here after
all; or· find a government agency _that really gives a damn about the
public interest.
Make a little less money, or maybe a lot less, and save a beach or a
river or somebody's hope.
Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. said that: " ... as life is action and
passion, it is required of a man that he should share the passion and
the action of his time at peril of being judged not to have lived."
~

~
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Centralized direction and
funding for the fields of law and
justice are central to the idea of
a proposed National Institute of
Justice.
President Robert W. Meserve
of the American Bar Association
has announced appointment of a
special comm1ss1on to draw
plans for creation of the Institute.
Charles s~ Rhyne of Washington, D.C., president of the World
Peace Through· Law Center and a
former president of the ABA,
was named chairman of the
22-member group which, in
addition to lawyers . and judges,
includes · representatives of . business, labor and civic groups as
well as leaders of other professions.
"It is important that the
Commission reflect the views of
our entire society," Mr. Meserve
said, "not just those of the legal
profession."
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Qualified Replacement
Is Dean's New Neighbor
BYTIM MORAN

Dean Morse's new next door
neighbor is a big man with a big
job. He is the new assistant dean,
Peter J . Fannon, who comes to
the FSU College of Law from
the Board of Regents office.
Mr. Fannon, 42, who would
just as soon be called "Pete,"
said, in an interview, that he will
be working in many areas. The
six-four, former Jacksonville U.
basketball star, mentioned the
areas of budgeting, financia I a id,
admissions, placement, registration and several others. "I will
be doing those things Mr. Dick·
son was doing-and more,"

Fannon said .
Fannon believes severa I factors contribute to the growing
interest in law school attendance. One of his last assignments in the Board of Regents
office was the study of the need
for another law school in
Florida. "Guys with law degrees
are flexible. They can make
pretty good money in a variety
of jobs," he said . "And they see
the chance to serve a group of
people who have not been served
in the past," he added.
"Another reason," Fannon
said, "is that American society
has become more legalistic over
the past ten years, more than the

previous 50 years."
Fannon said the job of
assistant dean will be shaped by
the working relationship he
develops with the Dean and
faculty. His first task is helping
prepare the budget for the
Co llege of Law. This should be a ·
snap for Fannon since he developed the State University System program budgeting plan
while with the Regents.
Fannon is married and father
of five children. He earned a
doctorate in public administration from FSU this past summer.
He is a U.S: Navy veteran and
taught at Tallahassee and North
Florida Community Colleges.

... Peter J. Fannon

r-noto Dy Joan Gulicl<

Another Eminently Astute
Woman Augments f acuity
BY RICK SCHERLING

Photo

... Ms. Ravenell

by Joa;Gu.li ck'

The College of Law boasts a
new scholar. She is charming as
well as progressive. Her name is
Ms. Ravenell.
Ms. Ravenell was born in
Charleston, South Carolina, Subsequently, she and her family

Iowan Brings Experience
and Seeks to Stimula.t e
BY CAROL JONES

,, '

Newest member of FSU College of Law's "Iowa Gang" is
John W. Larson. Following Dean
Mason
Ladd
and
Chuck
Ehrhardt to Tallahassee is this
California native who has spent
most of his life in Iowa .
Born in San Jose in 1936 he
moved at an early age (2
months) to Iowa City. There he
graduated from high school and
traveled east to the University of
Virginia for his freshman year.
Remaining only one year in
Charlottesville, Mr. Larson returned to the midwest and the
University of Michigan. After
receiving a B.A. in History in
Ann Arbor, he served a three
year tour in the Navy.
University of Iowa Law
School followed the service and
Mr. Larson claimed his LLB in
1964.
For the next three years Mr.
Larson practiced with a large
Minneapolis firm. Tiring of the
tremendous economic pressure
of the Minnesota practice, he
returned again to Iowa City as
an assistant professor in the law
school of his alma mater.
Mr. Larson was also drawn
bac k to academia by his desire
to pursue varied legal questio ns
rather than the specific ones
forced on him by a client. He
fe lt frustrati on at uncovering
interesting and challenging questions of law only to be forced by
the pressure of practice to move
on to the problems of individual
cases.
1.'

. . . John W. Larson

He also returned to Iowa City
to reestablish contact with a
university
community.
His
father was on the faculty of the
University of Iowa Medical
School, and he had grown up in
a small university town. That
atmosphere drew him back to
teaching. At Iowa Mr. Larson
taught Constitutional Law and
State and Local Government as
well as serving in the administration of the Law School.
After several years in Iowa
City, Mr . . Larson decided to
move to a new university in a
new part of the country. Still
seeking a university in a small
town, he interviewed a number
of schools and chose FSU.
He was influenced in his
choice by Dea n Ladd a nd
Ehrhardt, and by Tall ahassee 's
size. Ho wever , the latter proved
a surprise. Using t he 1970 census
(Tallahassee is listed at 52,000)
he arrived to find a city almost
twice as large.
Mr. Larson does not regret his
decision to. leave prac~ice for law

Photo by Joan Gulick .

school teaching. He finds Corporations, which he is teaching
Fall Quarter, an exciting subject.
He is concerned, however, with
what he feels is a notable lack of
motivation among first year
students. Remembering his own
fascination with first year subjects, he fears that now most law
freshmen are not adequately
stimulated.
The task of transmitting the
excitement· inherent in the material, Mr. Larson feels, is perhaps the great challenge in law
school instruction. He is interested, furthermore, in innovative
techniques and feels that FSU's
clin ical program is a fine step
toward creative innovation.
Mr. Larson .is married and the
father of two children . His wife,
Marty, is an Iowan with a
Masters degree in Education
from t he University of Iowa. She
has taught for several years and
is now a volunteer in a remedial
reading program at Timberland
School. The Larsc~ns' two children, Eric., 9, and Jennifer, 6,
confd, p.~ . ,

moved to Newberry, S.C. (pop.
10,000), where her father was
principal of the same high school
in which her mother was a
teacher. As a proximate result of
her educationally oriented family, young Ravenell was destined
to attend college.
Thus, at the age of sixteen,
she left home to matriculate at
Fisk University, Upon graduating, magna cum laude and a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, Ms.
Ravenell proceeded to enter law
school at Howard University. In
1968, she graduated from Howard with honors.
At that point, without any
notion of ever
becoming a
professor · of law, Ms. Ravenell
went to work for IBM as a
systems engineer. Interestingly
enough, however, she is not an
engineer.
Two · years later, our interviewee decided to once again
enter the world of academia, and
subsequently
received
her
L.L.M. from
Harvard
Law
School. After Harvard, she became an assistant dean at Boston
University Law School.
In response to an inquiry of
what was one of the more
influenti\l experiences in her
life, Ms. Ravenell stated that her
exposure to the intricacies of the
tax structure, and association
with Professor Surrey, the tax
authority at Harvard, led her to
realize · that the income tax
statute is more than a statute.
Ms. Ravenell left Harvard
with the conviction that the
income tax statute could possibly be one more tool which
could be utilized in continuing
to bring about constructive societal change .
To what degree does Ms.
Ravenell identify herself with
the women's liberation movement? In her youth, sh e was not
exposed to the stereoty ped roles
of the "housewife" and working
husband, because both of her
parents always worked, and both
donned the kitchen apron . Thus,
she has not felt th~ compulsion
to identify with som.e aspects of

women's liberation.
On the other hand, however,
she does support the principles
embodied in the movement, i.e.,
both the economic and social
spheres. A. woman should be
able to have a conscious choice
of whether or not to be a
homel)laker.
Does Ms. Ravenell feel that
society needs more Black lawyers? Yes, because American
society as a whole exists as
segments, . or subcultures. The
legal structure must be representative of this total America,
and of the sensitivities of those
whose backgrounds and experiences give them a different kind
of input which would, nevertheless, prove meaningful to the
whole .
Since the law is such a
powerful force in American life,
it should be truly representative
of the American people and
should include members of all
minority groups in meaningful
numbers.
Reflecting upon her month as
a law _professor, Ms. Ravenell
finds herself deriving considerable enjoyment from teaching.
She endeavors to accomplish
certain academic objectives at
this level.
Among other educational
goals, she is strivir19 to impress
upon her students that there is
real possibility of changing
things through the law, and
posing alternatives from which
the student may operate. Upon
presenting the theories of change
and alternatives, she plans to
leave the_student there, to make
his/her own choice on which
way to proceed.
In Ms. Ravenell's opinion,
what is the major crisis confronting society today? She feels that
our greatest crisis is manifested
in the degree of responsiveness
to the needs of people. Society
is increasingly more clearly composed of the "have's" and the
"have not's."
If society continues to leave
the "have not's" out of the
mainstream, the "have not's"
cont'd, p.9
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'Law'

BY DANNY KEPNER

My wife returned to school;
she asked her third-grade students to compose a short essay
on what they had learned about
laws.
The preceding day, I had the
delightful task of taking the
class, while my wife fulfilled an
appointment with the doctor.
To occupy their time in a
learning experience (hopefully),
I decided to tell the children a
little bit about the law and how
it can affect a person's daily life.
Beth wrote: "Laws are important. What would we do if
there were none. Well, here's an
example: There's no laws and a
man whats to kill another man.
He would kill that man but he
would not have to go to jail. So,
see what it would be like? Now,
we have laws. And the man
want's to kill another man. So
he killed · him. If the police
caught him he would go to jail.
So see that's why."
Kim expressed it this way:

Through

"If we did not have laws. we
could do whatever we wanted.
We could kill people if we did
not have laws and we could
steel. We could have rock fights.
We could steel wemans jewelry.
We could pullute streams, rivers
and seas. We could put poison
on food. We could drugs. Then if
we do all that we would not
have a strong nation."
Cindy could foresee other.
problems: "The reason why we
should have laws is because if we
din't then there would be more
accindents. And if you didn't
have to go to scool you
wountn't be equcated and
cuden't get a job when yo grow
up. So you need to go to scool."
Jimmy was also concerned
about the need for required
school
attendance:
"People
would do "."hat they wanted to.
They wouldn't work or go to
school If they didn't have to.
The children that didn't go to
school wouldn't be able to find a
job when they got old enough.
Except for thing like tobacco,

a Child's Eye

mowing the grass for people, or
working on a farm for people. It
would be awful."
Most of the children could
visualize the need for laws by
considering what life would be
like without them. David:
"There would not be any police
to areaste hipys, badmen or
drunk people. People at factores
might put food poison in food
or dope in candy." John: "People
would be killing nature like the
animals
and
the
forest."
Allyson: "If we didn't have laws
it would be in a trible mess. The
nation would get weaker and
weaker and weaker."
Redden could foresee a more
specific danger: "If the Us. army
sat dowm and threw away there
guns and other ammunition.
That would mean that just about
every country could take over."
Liz agreed: "If all of our soilders
said, 'we don't want to fight
them' the communisam would
come in to take of our country
and we would be part of China
or South Veatnam and wouldn.' t

be able to worship our Lord."
Some of the students felt a
variety of problems would arise,
without laws. Edie: "The goverment makes the laws. And if
we didn't have law policemen
would get shot right and left.
Also people woun't go to Viet
Nam. And people would just
talk to their friend instead of
working. If anybody disobeys
the rules everybody will brake
the law, and they will say he did
it first." Karen: "If people in
our country didn't follow the
rules like the speed limit is 45
miles an hour and they drive 70
miles an hour they might have
an automobile accident. Thats
one reason why we have policeman to watch over accidents."
Ernest could envision certain
economic difficulties: "If we
didn't have laws robbers would
steal our money and we couldn't
buy what we need. There would
be so many accidents, we would
have to build bigger and better
hospitals, but robbers would

have stold the money to build
with. Without laws everybody
would be stupid because they
wouldn't go to school. So that
makes laws very important,"
Kenneth felt the law w·as very
important to him as an individu- ·
al: "I need laws to learn and to
make a .living. I need laws to get
a Master's degree and a Doctor's
degree. I like to help out. So
why not lend a hand?"
·Michelle expressed her feelings uniquely: If we did not have
any Laws, then our country
would be in a poor fix. My
country means a lot to me, and I
wish the peope in this country
would obey the Laws. If they
did then this world would be
better off. Sometimes when I'm
at home, I wish that there wou·ld
be a place in Captiol were a little
girl could help make some laws,
to make this world go around."
The only thing I can add to
that is the following quote from
Davey: "Please obay these laws
and don't brake them."

Senior Awarded National Scholarship
BY DAVE SEYER

Ray Sharpe, a senior at the
F.S.U. College of Law, had a
pleasant surprise awaiting him
when he returned to Tallahassee
for Fall classes.
He found that he had been
selected as one of forty law
student members of Phi Alpha

Delta Law Fraternity to receive
a $500.00 scholarship provided
by the Endowment Fund of the
national fraternitv.
The scholarship, presented
through the office of Dean
Joshua Morse, was awarded · on
the basis of financial need,
academic achievement, and service to the fraternity.

Rav is currently Vice-Justice
of the Glenn Terrell Chapter of
Phi Alpha Delta here at F.S.U.
and also serves as chairman of
the publicity committee. He will
graduate in March, 1973, and is
awaiting review of his application for appointment in the
Judge Advocate General's Corps
of the U.S. Army.
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Phi Delta Phi Fraternity

of mon itoring the instructor's total impact upon his
or her students.
But now ask the beasts, and t hey shall teach
A law school's integrity depends substantially
t hee. Job 12: 7.
upon the scholar's ability to communicate the
No topic of discussion in the law school context
concepts that underlie the legal process and its
BY ED RUDE
is perhaps more awkward and delicate than the
relationship to the social order. To the extent that
subject of teacher accountability.
the instructor fails in his efforts to communicate
Mason Ladd Inn of Phi Delta
Besides lending itself to bias and emotional
these concepts, the institution suffers.
Phi
has experienced a very active
head-hunting, the subject is fraught with political
It is, therefore, crucial that there exist some
Fall
Quarter to date.
peril. It, nevertheless, like the ancient phoenix,
medium by which an instructor's student-related
Plans
have included a continraises its forlorn head periodically and cries for
performance be evaluated. And it is equally crucial
uance
of
its luncheon speaker
examination and remediation.
that those who are most affected by the instructor's
programs,
with
luncheons OctoThe purposes of this article are to raise the issue
performance be perrritted to have representative
ber
19,
November
2, and Novof the extent to which a law school instructor
and substantial voice in the evaluation process.
ember
9.
should be accountable to the student body for his
To this end, the administration ~nd faculty have
Also planned has been a
classroom performance, to touch upon the inadeostensibly assumed a most meritorious posture.
cocktail
party at the Chateau de
quacies of the presently employed system of
Clearly in the avant-garde, the college has instituted
Ville
party
room following the
evaluation, and to propose a remedy to the
a faculty-student committee for _the purpose of
Homecoming
game October 21,
making recommendations for promotion in rank,
problems involved.
Those
second
and third year
tenure, and retention of tenured and non-tenured
Despite our plain good fortune in having an
students
interested
in joining Phi .
abundant amount of excellent teaching talent, there . . faculty members.
Delta
Phi
should
contact
one of
Such committee is composed of five faculty
still exist instructors who one might say, if one were
the
following
officers:
Ed
Rude,
members
and
one
student,
each
a
voting
member
.
being kind, are not giving of . their total academic
Martin
Satava,
Ed
Anton,
Lewis
The
student
member
is
appointed
annually
by
the
and professional resources: these are the instructors
Peacock,
or
Wally
Campbell.
Dean from a merit list submitted by the Student Bar
who c!ioose to use otherwise legitimate teaching
Association.
Interested persons are also
techniques to hide their own incompetence,
Moreover, the original organization committee · welcome at any of the lunchfrustration or apathy.
spent many hours investigating and researching the eons, provided they sign up
These are the instructors who leave much to be
problems involved, and subsequently many hours of when the luncheons are andesired with regard to communicating the concepts
discussion, out of which came an in-depth stat.e ment nounced.
that one assumes are to . be disseminated .through
of policy containing a description of the committee
The next initiation is tenta classroom instruction.
in terms of its powers and duties, a list of the tively scheduled for the evening
The inadequacies are all too obvious: instructors
criteria for evaluation purposes and an interpreta- of November 17, at the Florida
who are satisfied to substitute past-gained laurels for
tion of each criterion, as well as a delineation of the Bar Building, with a cocktail
preparedness; instructors who are hamstrung by the
procedures for evaluating same.
party to follow (location TBA).
selected texts; instructors who hide their ignorance
Furthermore, and on a very pos1t1ve note, the Members and initiates of Ladd
of a particular area of law behind some clever
Socratic chicanery, and the list goes on .
original committee adopted by a clear majority Inn, plus their spouses or dates,
vote, as a matter of policy, a position that elevated are invited to both the initiation
This, however, is not intended to be a
"teaching effectiveness" to a first level priority- and the cocktail party .
f inger-pointing exercise. Suffice it to say, there are
An initiation fee of $35.00 is
clearly the most important one of t he four criteria,
those among the faculty whose teaching efforts and
pa ya ble prior to or · at the
effects are ligitimately subject to criticism .
cont ' d, p.10
initiation. Du es are $10.00 for
Obvio usly_, there must be some systematic means
BY JIM BRADY

Actively Pu rsues Proiects

the Fall Quarter and $5.00 eac~
for the Winter and Sprin~
Quarters.
First year students are eligible
for membership in a legal frater
nity after the Winter Quarter
Rush parties will be held at the
end of the Winter Quarter and a1
the beginning of the Sprin~
Quarter, at which time any laV'.
student desiring to join a lega l
fraternity will have the oppor·
tunity to determine his prefer·
ence.
If a fraternity is only as good
as its membership and its tradi:
tion, then Phi Delta Phi has to
be the best. But in addition, it
offers members a number o
unique programs and ba.nefits.
Among them are six differen]
insurance plans, a unique loa1
program, and an annual $100,
scholarship for a second yea
Brother at FSU.
The choice of a fraternitY.
may depend upon many factors }
one of which, obviously, is thel
local situation.
But if you look for th
fraternity with the largest num
ber of student leaders; with the
highest standards of scholarship;
and with a fellowship based
upon more than mere socia
1
bility-you likely will find that it
is Phi Delta Phi .
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Blind Man Braves Law School Challenge
learn to adjust his life to a whole
new world.
In doing so, he
gained a great dea.1 of confidence
and was determined to return to
college.
Soon after being married, he
entere.d FSU. His brother was
then in the FSU law school.
Craig made excellent grades at
FSU by missing few classes and
listening carefully. His wife
helped with required readings.
Craig is fortunate in having a
"real good memory."
An important reason for
Craig to go to law sc-hool is
based upon·· his blindness. He is
President of the Tallahssee Chapter of the National Federation of
the Blind. He is active in
working with state and federal
programs concerning the blind.
His criticism is that these
programs are usually controlled
and conceived by sighted people.
This isn't necessarily bad, he
says, but "who knows better
than the blind themselves as how
to help the blind?"
Craig-with his law degreewants to help fight some of the
prejudices the blind have to face.
"We are one of the most
discriminated against groups in
the whole country:·

BY PETER D. RINGSMUTH

It's not uncommon for a law
student to have political aspirations. Nor -is it uncommon for a
law student to want to be a
crusader in the fight against
injustice.
Craig Kiser then is not uncommon. · He comes · from a
political family. He wants to
follow that tradition. The injustices Craig wants to fight are the
prejudices of sighted people as
they relate to the blind.
Craig Kiser is legally blind.
Craig began law school this Fall
quarter.
Craig went to high school in
Davenport. In fact, he says, he
was the fastest reader with the
highest comprehension in a
school of 2,000.
He began to experience difficulty reading in his senior year.
Despite this he entered the
University of Iowa upon graduation, and because of his reading
problems, he flunked out twice.
Craig's blindness is a highly
recessive hereditary disease. He
is one of a few unfortunate
people who are affected.
In 1968, Craig went to the
Iowa school for the Blind to

LARSON, from

p. 6

both attend Timberland.
Tennis is Mr. Larson's number one hobby and the weather
of his first fall in Florida should
give him ample opportunity to
hit the courts. Sports cars are
also an interest and Mr . Larson

has run the gamut from a TR2
to a Porsche to a TR4 to his
current find, a yellow Ram,bler
convertible.
As a newcomer to the law
school and Tallahassee, Mr. Larson joins the freshmen.

Craig sees a law degree as a
springboard into a_ position of
power within the ·bureaucracy
that controls the lives of many
blind people. With the knowledge gained here Craig also
wants to be able to bring
lawsuits against those who abuse
the blind and those that perpetrate injustices against them.
The first stop to law school is
taking the LSAT. When Craig
applied to take this exam, the
testing service wrote him a letter
explaining that the LSAT wasn't
given to blind people, and no
provisions would be made to do
so. Personal interviews and a
high grade point average helped ·
him : gain admittance to FSU's
College of Law. Craig says that

RAVENELL,

Dean Morse was not aware of
the fact that blind students
couldn't take the LSAT. "This
sort of thing should be fought in
the courts," comments Craig.
Craig sent his textbooks
for this fa II to Recording for the
Blind, Inc. in New York and
they recorded his law books.
Craig's wife reads to him the
notes that he takes so he is
prepared for every class. Craig
believes that if he ever gets his
law degree, his wife should get
one also ; "She has earned it as
much as I have." She works to
put Craig through school and
takes care of their two children.
"In law school these first
three weeks, I have worked as
hard as I ever have in my life,

from

will exert pressure on the
"have's," to obtain those things
that being a person and an
American entitle them to share,
e.g., food ,and '·a:decen.t~ucation.
Presently, Ms. Ravenell is
teaching a course in Feder.al
Income Taxation. During the
spring quarter she will teach a
course in environmental law and
jurimetrics.
Jurimetrics involves the possible roles of computer technology in the law. Looking ahead,
she will deal with how the
computer may be used by the
practicing lawyer in his office,
its application to the administrative aspects of law, the accompa-

but I have enjoyed it. The
subject matter is interesting and
the teachers and students make
it a real joy to be here."
Craig relaxes at his own home
here in Tallahassee by puttering
around the yard. This summer
he built a patio at his home. He
also made a · picnic table and
carpeted his home; In the
daytime he can see "fairly well."
The essence of what Craig is
asking for is to be treated like
any sighted person. He has
received offers of help from
upperclassmen and he appreciates those offers and won't.
hesitate to ask them if he gets
into trouble. He wants to do as
much as he can by himself,
however.

p. 6

nying problems in computerizing
certain aspects of legal practice,
and the computer's impact on
the rights of the individual.
In terms of long-range goals,
Ms. Ravenell indicated that she
plans to pursue teaching and
writing. She will do her best to
be a good wife, mother, and
teacher.
Ms. Ravenell is married, and
her husband, William, is also an
attorney. He is employed by the
Governor's office as a consultant
to coordinate efforts with Community Services, and the Housing Task Force.

far, Ms. Ravenell answered that
she really has not seen enough of
it yet to tell if she likes it. To
date, most of her time has been
devoted to working in her office.
And what does our new
professor pursue recreationally?
She enjoys .doing things with her
husband,
tennis,
spectator
sports, sewing, and cooking-for
which she is completing a
(non-legal) library.
The last question, whit.h we ·
put to our interviewee, was
whether she likes the Dean, Josh
Morse. Ms. Ravenell replied,
without a moments hesitation,
that yes, she likes the Dean very
much.

In response to an inquiry into
her feelings on North Florida so
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AID, from p. 1
the financial test is whether the
person has enough money to
afford privately retained counsel. The test is applied flexibly.
Each attorney makes a determination based on the person's
statements of his income and
assets balanced against expenses.
Some guidance is provided by
using $75.00 a week income as a
criterion. Where a borderline
situation is presented, most
attorneys tend to grant eligibility.
The financial test is frequently solved by the fact that the
applicant has been certified as
indigent by some other agency
such as "Welfare" (the Division
of Family Services).
Occasionally the question is
easily solved when the opposite
situation is presented. One woman recently came to Legal Aid
for advice on a consumer matter.
She stated that her assets included a 1972 Oldsmobile, a
$55,000 house, stocks and

bonds worth $15,000, and bank
accounts totaling over $6,000.
However, she had been out of
work for the last few months
and felt she could not afford an
attorney as a result.
Another test is applied in
limiting the types of cases that
Legal Aid will handle. All
criminal defense cases are referred to the Public Defender's
office. People with personal
injury or other claims that are
normally taken on a contingent
fee basis are advised to retain
private counsel.
Legal Aid cannot refer clients
to any specific attorney. Presently no lawyer referral service is
available in Tallahassee.
Other cases which Legal Aid
cannot accept include - bankruptcy, small claims, estate matters and drafting wills.
The final decision ·on all
questions of eligibility is made
by the attorney on duty for the
day. All members of the Tallahassee Bar are expected to
participate in the program by

rhe 'reasonable and prudent'
law students visit.

T•e
....

BEER

appearing in rotation. About
150 attorneys make up the
active roster.
Once a case is accepted by
the attorney, the full responsibility for taking the case to its
conclusion rests with the attorney who originally accepted it.
So all work and interviews after
the initial contact take place at
the attorney's office rather than
at Legal Aid.
The Legal Aid office itself has
neither the facilities nor funds to
serve as anything but an initial
contact point.
The only funds that the
Foundation receives is· a small
grant from United Fund. This
money is used to pay the
part-time secretary-receptionist.
A law student becomes involved in .the program through
the law school clinical program.
Although the clinical orientation
course is not an absolute prerequisite, it is recommended
before participation. Permission
is required from the faculty
director of the clinical program.
Since the students become actively involved in the cases, they
must have third year standing in

order to be certified under the
law student practice rules established by the Florida Supreme Court.
The rules require that the law
student must work under the
supervision of an attorney. The
exact balance of involvement
and work depends upon the
particular attorney and law student.
Some attorneys prefer to
conduct the entire initial interview and all later work themselves, thereby relegating the law
student to a spectator role.
Others .take an exactly opposite
approach, letting the law student
handle :, the entire case · from
initial interview to court hearing.
Most commonly the relationship f~lls somewhere between
the extremes. This middle approach · has the student participating in the interview, sharing
ideas w_ith the attorney, drafting
the necessary documents with
the atforney's advice, providing
researc~ and leg-work help and
joining.: the attorney in any court
appearan<ies.
The . program provides several

hour of academic credit earned
for one quarter's participation.
Any pro bono publico impulses
have to move from theory to
action when a member of the
public walks in with a problem
that depends on you for solution. Thus the program serves as
ideal preparation for poverty or
public interest practice.
Irrespective of future career
plans, participation provides immediate involvement in the actual practice of law. The formerly lifeless principles in casebooks
have to be brought to bear on
actual problems. The procedural
rules that were learned for an
exam now have to answer the
question, "What do I do next?"
Another benefit flows from
working as a colleague with
various attorneys. In addition to
the on-the-job training, the student begins to develop a more
realistic concept of what attorneys do and how they respond
to clients. These benefits are
combined with the knowledge
that what the student has to give
· benefits others directly.

channel for student in-put and a functional system
for evaluating instructor performance. Accordingly,
wlilich are: ( 1) teaching effectiveness, (2) contribu- the issues suggested here would appear moot.
tion to the internal processes bv which the Law
Appearances, though, have not proved sufficient.
College's and University's policies and goals are
Apparently there still exists a need for either a
formulated and implemented, (3) scholarly research change in the process itself or, God forbid I should

Accountability, from p. :8
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and writing, and (4) other service and creativity
within the profession.
In evaluating "teaching effectiveness" the committee is required to use reasonable method;, and to
give "major weight" to the regularly -administered·
student evaluations. Among the "reasonable
methods" are included opinion samplings, of the
students. faculty and alumni.
Hence, it would seem that there is a leg.itimate

More applicants by far take the
Nord course than any other
Florida Bar review course.

ever suggest such a thing, a faithful implementation
of the existing procedures, with a closer eye to the
enunciated policies, for it seems now, to be a
problem with "form over substance." Perhaps,
determined efforts in both directions should be
taken.
Several problems exist with the system as
designed. For the purposes of this article, only the
si.9.nificant defects will be mentioned. cont'd, p.11
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Accountability, from p.10
As for the regularly-ad ministered questio nnaire,
it is clearl y ill-su ited to a nd inadequate for the task.
There is an.· intrinsic impropriety w ith a forcedchoice mechanism, .the purpose of which is to assist
in the evaluation process.
Assistant Professor Grenwald puts it: "The
problem .. . is that in addition to man·y' questions
being inappli cable to the law school context, the
great lack of specificity in questions limits the
amount of pinpointing of problem areas and the
posi1 ive suggestions for change which are forthcoming.'·
Moreover, as the system presently operates, 1t
breeds attitudes of flippancy and apathy, both with
tti:1 st udent body and the facu lty. The sheer sty le
and remoteness of the process through wh ich th e
questionnaire travels, tends to foster attitudes of
nonchalance and ratio nali zation o n the part of the
faculty and frustrat io n and disinterest on t he part of
the students. Whi le some specia lized q uestion naire
approach might be a valuable element in t he
process, it cannot exist as the primary determiner in
any event.
The committee proposes, however, to supplement the questionnai re approach with personal
interviews. The defect in this method, while
superficially satisfactory, is that it is not an on-going
process, and it is of questionable validity when
regarded as an accurate reflection of student body
opinion. The sample is presumab ly so small as to
render its character merely speculative.
· There may well be some question as to the
individuals chosen, regarding their respective abilities to reflect the thinking of the more typical
student, and there may be the concomitant question
as to the legitimacy of the means selected by which
the sample is designed.
Another d efect is not so eas ily noticed upon f irst
examination ; close r inspection , howeve r, reveals a
"Speci al Provisio n Re lat ing t o the Evaluation of
Colleagues". (Before ame ndment, this provision
read : " Special Provision Relating to Salary Adjustments".}
The . provision reads: "Each faculty me mber,
voting by secret ballot and anonymously, shall be
asked annual ly t o ap praise the over-a ll contribution
and ettect iven ess of eve ry other facu lty mem ber as
being above average, average, or be low average. "
It cannot be ignored that this fa culty evaiuation
direct_ly concerns recommendations relating to
salary _increments.
Presumably, while the Dean is the ultimate
authority with regard to salary adjustments, these
"evaluations" are intended to carry considerable
weight in his decis ion making. ( If this supposition is
inaccurate, i.e ., the "evaluations" are to carry no
weight or little weight with regard to salary
adjustments, the provision is a vi rtual nullity.) So, in
an area of evaluation where the recommendation

could wo rk as a n effective and im mediate sanction,
the student in-put is banished.
Besides the gag-nature of the provisi on, it suffers
from the fall ac io us ass umptions t hat (1 ) instructors
have both the t ime a nd the inclin ation to exa m ine
the t each ing performan ce of fellow fa culty me mbers
and (2) members of the club wo uld be objective and
with o ut prejudice. Ne ither of t hese assumptions is
satisfying.
The !ast major defect, or o ne might ca!! it a
blemish, to be discussed herein is that the
comm ittee chose to make a certain evaluation
procedure d iscretionary with the instructor .
Essentially, the committee suggested that the
instructor distribute a "written subjective evaluation" with the follow ing instruct ions:
The 'purpose of this questionnaire is to aid
your instructor. You may either complete this
eval uatio n individually or in small gro ups. In a
short su mmary please co mme nt on the weak
and stro ng po int s of thi s instructor, offer
suggest ions for improvement and _co mment on
any aspect of the course o r instruct or w hich
you feel will aid the instruct or in identifyi ng
problem areas.
The committee went to some lengths, though, to
evidence a purely permissive attitude toward this
device, calling it "a suggested supplemental
evaluatio·n which may be administered entirely at
the discretion of the individual faculty member." As
of yet, this writer has not seen "a written subjective
evaluation."
Notwithstanding these defects, the system sti II
has the potential for becoming a viable instrument,
capable of what Assistant Professor Grenwa1d refers
to as "providing assistance in improving the qua lity
of teach ing."
He says, " While it s im portance in redi recting the
rewa rd system for various facult y effor ts and in
providing an inter-stude nt commun icat ion medi um
mu st not be underest imated , its po tent ial for
pro viding feedback to faculty sho uld be its focal
po int. "
But in order to achie ve this goal t here must be a
good fa ith effo rt on the part of those charged with
t he d uty of ad ministrat ion . At a mini '.11um, "good
fa it h" wou ld see m t o indicate a hig her level of
publicatio n, a broader range of persona l interv iews,
and an open a nd broad solicitati o., by individual
professors of student opin ion .
It should be recognized that the popu la ~e of t he
co llege is not so large as to ma ke such practices
unrealistic. There is ample time fo r discussion
among at least a large portion of the student s.
The real issue is: Do the professors in question
desire the feedback that Mr. Grenwald believes to be
so beneficial? One would hope that the answer is in
the affirmative.
In any event, the following suggestio ns are made
toward improving the mechinations of the present
system.

Team Takes on Nationa l
Moot Court Problem
BY DANNY KEPNER

Many law students feel a
genuine desire to take on the big
companies which pollute the air
and water around us, by slapping
them with lawsuits based on
nuisance, negligence , or just
plain old general principles.
The F.S.U. Moot Court Team
is preparing to do the next best
thing: argue the National Moot
Court problem in Regional
rounds in Atlanta, on November
9 and 10.
In the problem, a hypothetical polluter, Helter Smelter, Inc.,
is charged by four plaintiffs with
violating emission standards issued under federal law. When·
the defendant shuts down its
plant in the plaintiffs' home
town of Downwind-after the
lawsuit is filed-and moves all of
i~ operations to another state,
the stage is set for legal fire-

works.
, The Team, composed of
second-year
students
Wally
Campbell, Jim Curasi, and
Danny . Kepn,;r, ~as submitted a
Obiter Dictum

First, greater.. re presentatio n sho uld be afforded
the stu de nt body, includ ing voting privileges, 'While
it is recogni zed that "democracy" does not
conte mplate t he right to vote on every issue that
might have so me im pact on the individual, t his is a
situation of such importance that equity demands a
move toward eq uali zation.
Second, no restrictions ought be imposed o n
matters over which the student representatives can
deliberate. If the students are respected enough to
gra nt them voting privileges as to pro motion and
tenure decis ions, and the administration and faculty
are sincere in thei r approaches, the re should be no
justification for restr icting the areas of student
decisions.
Third, periodic, open forums, where students are
encouraged to verbalize their res pective co ncerns
shou ld be o rga nized and fa ithfully executed .
Fo urth, t he o bjective eva lu atio n q uestionnaire
shou ld be reassessed as to its va lue as it is prese ntly
designed. Questions inappl icab le to the law school
context should be deleted, and new questi o ns,
where appropriate , should be added.
Fifth, t he distribution of the " written subjective
evaluation" should be made mandatory, without
regard to the percentage of returns.
Sixth, instructors should be encouraged to solicit
individual student opinion with regard to his
performance.
As the system is presently constituted and
viewed by more than a few individuals, it essentially
boils down to a distribution of power: those who
have seek to retain, etcetera , notwithstanding the
traditional palliatives. Perhaps a change in perception-a Reichian approach-might show more
favorable results. Instead of viewing the situation as
a political/social power st ruggle, which seems at best
cynical, if not absu rd, one could view it as a
co ll ect ive struggle · toward the goal of q uality
t eaching.
Every me mber of the in stit ut ion , whethe r of t he
fa culty, ad m inist rat io n o r student body, has a
vested inte rest in mai nta ining a high degree of
q ua lit y in t he institutio n. The impact of o ne's law
schoo l career, regardless of his status, fol lows him
t hroughout his life, rendering the transient/career
argument meaningless . Hence, the powe r anal ysis
seems dysfunctiona l, as it breeds a subtle antago nism that impedes all effo rts toward the co mmon
goa l.
Above a ll , it is clear that the system presently
operating needs re-examination. To be sLJre, the
steps taken heretofore evidence a philosophy of
improvement; self-satisfaction and apathy should
not be allowed to diminish the potential of what has
been accomplished .
But perhaps, when all is considered, the climate
is not favorable for such change.

The Obiter Dictum would like to thank

'

50-page brief on the issues to the
sponsors in Atlanta.
Their task now is to develop
and refine the arguments they
will orally present .
· Considerable help in the practice rounds is furnished by the
Team's faculty advisors, Professors VanDercreek and Grenwald.
They play the role of judges,
asking mind-blowing questions
of each team member as he
addresses the "court,'' and then
offering guidance when faculty
answers are given.
Seven other schools from the
southern part of the country will
compete in Atlanta, including all
three of .the other law schools in
Florida: U.F ., Miami, and Stetson. The incentive to "Gig the
Gators" . is always keen, but it
t:ias the flavor of vengeance this
Fall.
The prize for doing well in
the Regional rounds (placing
first or second) is a chance to
compete in New York City for
the National title. The F.S.U.
Team will l:,e in t~ere "sluggin"'.
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Statistics Indicate Increased Diversificatio1
schools, including 71 FSU graduates, over a third of the class.

BY GARV CHERRY

r

1:

The FSU College of Law
opened its seventh year with a
record, capacity enrollment of
547 students. Freshmen number
193, 35 percent of the student
body.
Over 1,650 applications for
freshman positions were processed by Mrs. Koski in the
Admissions Office. The applications were then passed on by the
Admissions Committee, now
headed by Ms. Pat Dore.
One hundred three of the
t irst year students attended
schools in Florida. Fifty-two
students, about a quarter of the
class, ·e lected to return to FSU
for another fall quarter. Last
year, 126 of the first-year
stud1mts had attended Florida·

Next largest Florida delegations are 18 students from U F
and 10 students from the USF.
The percentage of students
schooled outside the state has
risen to 46 percent, up from 36
percent last year and 27 percent
the previous year. Many of those
schooled outside the state, however, are Florida residents.
Jeff Mazor was attracted by
the reputation of the faculty,
the size of the school, and aided
by a desire to leave Gainesvillle.
Norma De Filippo felt that
FSU College of Law has the best
record of not discriminating
against women.
Slightly under 10 percent of
the student body are women, up

from five percent a year ago.
Women enrolled as first year
students number 37, 130 percent increase over women admis-

Of last year's 199 entering
freshmen; 14 have left FSU
College of Law voluntarily for

sions last year.
Eleven first year students are
Black, including two FAMU
graduates. The College of Law

various reasons, such as, transfer
to other law schools, financial

has 27 Black students enrolled,
about five percent of the student
body .
Academic achievement of the
entering class is high. The
average GPA is 3.11, the ave rage
LSAT score, 616.
That's the past. What of the
future?
If past statistics are a fair
indication, the entering class
may lose more members through
voluntary withdrawal than lack
of academic success.

Research Questions Teacher Evaluation
BY JUDY DOUGHERTY

At the end of every quarter, a
student announces to the class
that it is time to assume the
solemn duty of evaluating the
instructor.
Many administrators and legislators just as solemnly hail the
results of those evaluations. But
some instructors and students
have nagging or outright doubts
about the effectiveness of any
student evaluation.
Should teaching be a popularity contest? Does it encourage
teachers to "fit the mold"? And
isn't it human nature to give a
low rating to teachers who
demand the most?

The last question was answered by Miriam and Burton
Rodin in a recent article in the
September
1972
issue
of
Science. They report that when
students evaluate teaching they
give the highest ratings to the
instructors from whom they
learn the least. Their carefully
controlled experiment was conducted in an undergraduate,
calculus class with 293 students.
The 293 were divided into
sections.
The objective measure of the
amount learned was correlated
with the initial ability of each
section. The student evaluations
were administered anonymously
in the last meeting of the whole
class.

The instructors with the three
lowest evaluations received the
three highest scores on the basis
of the objective testing. The
instructor with the highest evaluation was the lowest in the
objective testing.
These results, at the least,
cast serious doubts over the
correlation between how much
students learn and how they rate
their instructor.
Objective testing appea rs to
be a superior gauge of teaching
effectiveness. The technique of
standardized, exhaustive testing
has long been used as a test of
what students have learned. It
may also be the most accurate
way to find o_ut who is teaching
them the most.
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Internship Case Provokes

Awareness of Real People
BY DOUG CHANCO

[This is one case which arose
during an internship served with
a state attorney.
The basic
facts are . true; consequently,
the names have been changed .
-D .C.]
The sun was shining in
Deland, Florida.
For several persons, the day
was to be important. They were
charged with felonies, and it was
their day in court.
One such person was Ms.
Gooding. She had been arraigned
on a charge of uttering a
worthless check in the amount
of two hundred dollars.
Ms. Gooding was about 50
years old, a motherly type . She
basically looked like · she was a
decent woman, and she seemed
to be somewhat ashamed of her
present situation . Her check had
been made out to a large
discount department store, and
was dated December 23rd.
Ms. Gooding was re-arraigned,
and on advice of her lawyer
pied guilty. The case was then
set aside pending a pre-sentence
investigation. That was the last I
would be concerned with her, I
thought. I was wrong.
About three days later, I
received a call from a Mr.
Kipping of the Volusia County
Social Welfare Office. He needed
some information about a Ms.
Gooding. Mr. Kipping was concerned because the womc:n was
the mother of six children, all of
whom she supported by herself .
Her husband had run off and left
her five years earlier. Since she

was plac!'ld in jail, her kids had
become wards of the State.
It seemed that the socia l
welfare arm of ·the governmen1
knew more about this case thar
did the prosecution. I was told
that the worthless check had
been written two days before
Christmas to buy food anc
Christmas presents for the ch ildren.
It began to look more like we
were dealing with real people ,
instead of fictional characters ir
case books.
Ms. Gooding was the mother
of several children . She_support·
ed them by working at various
jobs. Because she had not saved
up enough money for Christmas
presents for her children, she
had passed the bad check. Her
eldest child made payment to
the store to cover the check, but
the store wanted her prosecuted
anyway .
A couple of weeks after
talking with Mr . Kipping, while
Ms. Gooding was still awaiting
sentencing, the social welfare
department called again. Since
our last talk, some of the
children had been placed in state
homes. Two ran away, and one
was turned over to juvenile
authorities for committing a
crime.

When I left that was basically
the situation . Ms. Gooding was
in jail awaiting sentencing, two
of her children were run-aways,
one was in a juvenile home, one
was in a foste r home, and one
had paid off the bad check.
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difficulties, and so on. Only fou1
students have left for academi«
reasons.
So, look to your left; look tc
your right; chances are you'll seE
your neighbor next year,
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